Redesigning
organisations
and leaders for the
cyber-physical age
8th November, 2017
Level 2 Hilton Sydney
488 George Street,
Sydney NSW 2000

The future is not some place we are
going, but one we are creating. The
paths are not to be found, but made.
And the activity of making them changes
both the maker and the destination

FEATURING
Luminary international experts:

John Schaar, US Historian

An integrated immersion in the technology,
commerce and humanity of our future,
featuring a stellar global faculty

• Tyrone Pitsis
Professor of Strategy and Organisation Studies,
Leeds University
• Aleksandra Przegalinska
AI pioneer, MIT Sloan, Massachusetts
• Patrycja Slawuta
Founder, Self-Hackathon, New York
• Kaila Colbin
Singularity University Ambassador

Technology gurus:

A revelatory experience of keynotes, panels,
interactive workshops and hands-on
access to emerging tools and practices

• Jordan Nguyen
World-renowned biomedical engineer and inventor
• Scott Thomson
APAC Innovation Thought Leader, Google
• James Moody
CEO, Sendle

Full-day and half-day options

Business leaders:
• Patrick Schmidt
CEO, The Iconic

Patrycja Slawuta and Aleksandra Przegalinska appear courtesy of
Creative Universe and Creative Innovation 2017 Asia Pacific

• Alex Badenoch
Group Executive HR, Telstra
• Andrew Richardson
CEO, House With No Steps
•

And many more participating in panels
and workshops

This unique event provides
the latest global insights
on the cyber-physical
revolution from both
international thought leaders
and pioneering business
executives from admired
companies.
In a single day, we bring
together expert views
on how exponential
technologies will
fundamentally reshape
business and society, with
a focus on how the nature
of the ‘organisation’ itself
will change, the capabilities
most critical for success
and what this will mean
for organisation design,
culture, leadership and
development.
This will include the first
public sharing of case
studies from these new
frontiers, revealing the new
science of realising human
potential.

PROGRAM

(NB Half-day program option concludes at 12.30pm)

Morning session
8.00am

Breakfast

8.30am

Life in the cyber-physical age:
• Becoming superhuman: Jordan Nguyen
• The new expectations of tomorrow’s leaders: Alex
Badenoch

10.10am

Break (with self-hack stations available for use)

10.30am

Designing the fit-for-future organisation, in theory and practice:
with Tyrone Pitsis and Patrick Schmidt

11.30am

Re-thinking capability development –
with Patrycja Slawuta, Dr Natalie Ferres 				
and scenes from three hackathons

12.30pm

Morning session concludes

Afternoon session
12.30pm

Lunch
(with opportunities to meet hackathon participants)

1.15pm

How exponential technology will change the world of work:
a cyber-voyage with Aleksandra Przegalinska,
Scott Thomson and James Moody

2.15pm

Concurrent workshop sessions:
• Building the new organisation:
A hands-on workshop with Tyrone Pitsis
• Building the new leader:
A hands-on workshop with Aleksandra Przegalinska

Event pricing
Full day

$695 +GST

Half day

$350 +GST

Early bird special
(before 30th
September)
Full day

$595 +GST

Half day

$295 +GST

3.15pm

Concurrent workshop sessions:
• Unlocking the potential of individuals
• The Alchemy of Change – leading workforces to a
new future
• New frontiers in measuring human potential

4.00pm

The Singularity University guide to preparing for our 		
exponential future: Kaila Colbin

4.45pm

Practical advice for the cyber-physical leader

5.00pm

Close and cyber-cocktails

To register
click here

Ph: 02 9232 3401

E: galya.okladnikov@bendelta.com

